Structure of animals

Going deeper activities
Curriculum Links
England
 Science: Identify that humans and some other animals have skeletons and muscles for support,
protection and movement
Wales
 Science: Interdependence of organisms
Northern Ireland
 The world around us: Interdependence

Activity A
Skeletons are vital for supporting the body (holding it up) and protecting delicate organs (e.g. the
heart and lungs) but skeletons don’t move on their own, they need muscles to move them. Ask learners
to stretch their arm out, put their hand on their bicep and pull their hand towards their shoulder. Discuss
what is happening and what they can feel (they will feel the muscle contract). Display the ‘Structure
of animals’ visual (see final page of this document) and explain that muscles are used every time we
move, and this is the same for the birds and other mammals on this visual.

Activity B
With the ‘Structure of animals’ visual visible to all learners, name each animal and ask: How do muscles
help this animal move? (List all the ways that animal might move e.g. fly, walk, swim, hop, peck, hang,
paddle, run etc). Do each of these animals move in the same way? (No. The bat flies, as do the birds,
some birds even migrate, meaning they will have strong muscles to help them fly longer distances).
Others paddle in water and some stretch their necks to peck or eat food from under the water. The
otter and water vole swim, so have strong muscles in their tails and they walk/clamber on river beds
and rocks, using muscles in their legs).
Refer to your recent visit to WWT and the animals you saw there. Learners are likely to have seen a
goose, a duck and/or a swan at the centre, perhaps they may even have seen otters. Ask them to think
about how they saw those birds and mammals moving (on land and in water).
Give learners a ‘Structure of animals’ visual and ask them to label (or continue labelling, if you have
already completed the WWT ‘Structure of animals’ Getting Into activity), how each part of the body
helps the animal move e.g. ‘Wings help bats to fly. Bats have very strong muscles in their feet and legs,
to help them hang upside down’. Or ‘Wings help mallards to fly. Mallards have strong muscles in their
webbed feet and legs, to help them paddle in the water’.

AGES

7-11

Less time?
Just do Activity B

Have a whole afternoon?
Extend Activity A by explaining that as we, and other mammals and birds, grow our skeleton grows
with us. Imagine we took all the bones (the whole skeleton) out of an animal, or us! What would
we be left with? What would it feel like? What would it look like? (We would be left with skin on the
outside, filled with muscles and all the other important organs inside our bodies, like our heart, lungs,
stomach and kidneys etc. It would feel like a soft sack of jelly and look like a pile of skin and lumps on
the floor, with no skeleton to hold it all up!).
Not all animals have backbones and some don’t have skeletons on the inside. They have
exoskeletons which means their skeleton is on the outside. Look at the pictures of invertebrates on
the ‘Identification and classification’ visual and point out the ones with hard outer ‘shells’.

Go outside
Go outside to an open area of the school grounds and read the following sentences to all learners.
Hold up the image of each animal as you do so. Ask learners to act out these movements and to feel,
and be aware of, how they are moving, which body parts they are moving and which muscles they
are using the most:
You are an otter, swimming upstream in a river (learners should move both arms and legs in a
swimming motion but point out that all four limbs on an otter are called legs).
You are a swallow, perching on a tree branch (learners should curl their toes and tense their feet)
You are a mallard, paddling very quickly away from a hungry fox on the bank of a river (learners
should move their legs and feet fast)
You are a Canada goose, flocking/flying, with other geese of the same species (learners should
use their arms to imitate the movement of their wings. Point out that wings are not arms, they are a
completely different body part). Repeat for other birds and mammals.
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